Katie Quinn's Spray Tan Hacks: Contouring, Training, Videos & More!
Airbrush Tanning Resources for Makeup Artists, Estheticians, Cosmetologists, Hairstylists, Spas and Salons!
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Mobile Spray Tanner Supply Back-up MUST HAVE!
 
 By Katie Quinn Tanning 
Have you ever been fully booked with mobile spray tans, and a client calls begging you to squeeze them in? But you don’t have enough clean sheets/towels? 



I’ve been keeping these disposable table cloths in my car lately, and I’ve already been GRATEFUL to have them on more than one occasion! They’re way smaller than storing extra sheets in my car, and I can reuse them or even throw them away when I’m done.  

That sure beats having to turn away a client!



See what else I carry in … [Read more...]

Filed Under: beauty, spraytan, sunless 
Katie’s Fake Tan Fix-It Trick Makes Beauty History
 
 By Katie Quinn Tanning 
To be able to contribute one of your tried-and-true beauty tips to The Coveteur is nothing short of a PRIVILEGE...but to see your name pop up in their beauty section TWICE feels like winning the lottery!  

It is such an honor to see one of my favorite tricks featured in THE 10 BEST SUMMER SKIN AND HAIR TIPS IN COVETEUR HISTORY!  I know I'm not the only self-tanner out there who has experienced a faux pas during the sunless process, and I hope this trick saves you all from feeling anything … [Read more...]

Filed Under: beautytips, magazine, selftan, sunless 
Complete Contouring Academy – Online Spray Tan Training With Katie Quinn
 
 By Katie Quinn Tanning 
When I started booking spray tanning clients based on my contouring skills, I knew I needed to create a training program like this for artists everywhere.  I knew that I had discovered the key to a SUSTAINABLE spray tanning career, and that what I do is something that other artists would want to know.

With this skill, I have been able to raise my rates TENFOLD since doing my first spray tan.  I've been able to book the work that I WANT, and have been called on by clients who I … [Read more...]
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Mobile Tanning Compressor vs Salon Compressor
 
 By Katie Quinn Tanning 
A lot of artists ask me which compressor is best for them, and it really comes down to the compressor's use.  

I recommend a high-volume compressor like the Iwata-Medea Studio Series Power Jet Lite for salon use, since it's larger and bulkier than a tanning kit usually allows space for.  However, it stays cool to the touch and is nice and quiet, which is ideal for small tanning studios and spas.



The Paasche DA400R below is small, light, compact, and fits seamlessly into my tanning kit. … [Read more...]

Filed Under: cosmetology, esthetician, makeupartist, spraytan 
Live Online International Spray Tan Contouring Class with Katie Quinn
 
 By Katie Quinn Tanning 
This was a first! 

Katie Quinn taught her first-ever live online contouring class from California to CANADA!  The SunnaTan Summit virtually hosted Katie, and got the full story on how to contour clients in spray tanning, and do it RIGHT! 

And all without having to leave the comfort of the conference! What a wonderful way to add to the lineup.



In addition to performing a live full-body contouring demonstration, Katie taught all about universal contours, proportional balance, solution … [Read more...]

Filed Under: contouring, spraytan, training 
ASTP’s Las Vegas Sunless Summit Features Katie Quinn’s Contouring Class
 
 By Katie Quinn Tanning 
photo credit: Sunless Solutions

Thank you to Shonna at the Association of Sunless Tanning Professionals for pouring her time and energy into creating another MIND-BLOWING Sunless Summit! 
  
This annual event hosts spray tan pros from all over the world, bringing them all together in one room for the BIGGEST networking and learning conference that sunless-only spray tan professionals have ever seen! 
  
We are grateful to have been invited back to share Katie's contouring magic in her … [Read more...]
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Happy Tans Podcast with Katie Quinn
 
 By Katie Quinn Tanning 
We are so excited that Happy Tans did a podcast with our own Katie Quinn!  

LISTEN HERE to find out how Katie got her start in spray tanning, what she did before she was a spray tanner, what happened that nearly shut down her business, why family will ALWAYS come first for her, and what YOU can do to step up YOUR game in your spray tanning business.

Katie shares her best moments, as well as her worst moments, and the one thing that convinced her that spray tanning was her future.

Thanks … [Read more...]
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Katie Quinn Teaches Spray Tan Contouring Class at IMATS LA
 
 By Katie Quinn Tanning 
What an honor it was to represent the spray tanning community AND teach makeup artists how to contour at IMATS LA! Katie Quinn's class on spray tan contouring was held at the Los Angeles IMATS, and in attendance were makeup artists, estheticians, cosmetologists and other beauty professionals eager to bring contouring to their beauty menus.  




Katie shared her contouring tricks for airbrushed abs, leg and arm contouring, back and shoulder contours, and her favorite - face … [Read more...]
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THIS Will Identify Your Spray Tanning Demographic
 
 By Katie Quinn Tanning 
The fact that just about EVERYBODY loves a good spray tan makes it tough to pin down a target demographic!

Marketing too big can lose impact, and having too small of a focus can get repetitive. 

Many spray tanners struggle with narrowing down their demographic to target their most COMMON clients, while still reaching those surprise clients who can be incredibly loyal.

The best way to identify your demographic is to sit down and draw a sketch of your most likely client, similar to … [Read more...]
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How To Remove Spray Tan Stains FAST!
 
 By Katie Quinn Tanning 
Easily remove self-tanner and spray tan stains using Katie’s favorite fix-it trick!  

Simply spray WINDEX on any sunless tanning discoloration, and wipe away!  Get best results when applied within two hours of receiving your sunless tan.

Watch the video HERE!


**********

Katie Quinn is co-founder and CEO of Kona Tanning Company, and a 3-Time Victoria's Secret Fashion Show Bronzer! 

Katie has her own original product line with Kona Tanning Company, and has written three books on … [Read more...]
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